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distant, when they took the alarm and made off. They are
unable to fly, but when, as in this case, they anticipate danger
scuttle along on the top of the water, lashing it up with their
webbed feet. The surface was smooth as a mirror, and the boat
went about seven miles an hour, but for some two miles we
were unable to overhaul them. Presently they dived and
separated, and on their reappearance we continued to follow
one of them. During the whole of the pursuit, whenever the
wobbling of the boat and the antics of the bird permitted the
fore and back sights to be brought in line, a -275 mauser bullet
was sent somewhere in the neighbourhood of the fleeing object.
The goose apparently came to the conclusion that the white
launch, with its spluttering motor, was a peculiarly formidable
sea-beast, and the safest place would, be on land; he therefore
went on shore, climbed up some rocks, and looked at it; a bullet
between his feet, however, unsettled his mind on the subject, and
he once more took to the water, where he finally met his doom.
Light, who happened to be with us, witnessed the chase with
intense delight, and constantly referred to it afterwards as the
most exciting recollection of the voyage. As was not astonishing
in the case of such an athletic bird, no part of him proved to be
eatable except*his liver, which was excellent.1
On Tuesday, January 6th, we at last got our favourable wind
and said good-bye to Hale Cove. It is the usual resort for
vessels entering and leaving the channels, but we had lain there
for nearly a fortnight in the height of the season without seeing
a trace of a ship, a fact which shows how little these waterways
are frequented. As we passed out of the Gulf of Penas we gazed
with interest on the unfriendly and barren peaks of Wager Island,
where Anson's store-ship of that name was lost on May I4th, 1740,
after the squadron had rounded the Horn. The members of the
crew who survived the wreck, one hundred and forty-five in
number, were there for five months, at the end of which time they
had been reduced by about one-third, chiefly through starvation.
Seventy or eighty of the remainder then took to the longboat
and cutter, of whom thirty finally reached the coast of Brazil via
1 " Among the birds we generally shot was a bird mticli larger than
a goose, which we called the Racehorse, from the velocity with which
it moved upon the surface of tne water in a sort of half-flying, half-run-
ning motion."—The Narrative of the Hon. John Byron, ed, 1768*, p. 50.
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